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This study attempted to address the issue of fragmentation caused by the 
neglected river system bisecting Mamelodi. The author noted the lack of positive 
contribution by Pienaar’s River to a safer, cleaner and productive environment that 
could possibly link and unite the community of Mamelodi. The significance of this 
study is nestled in the historical meaning of rivers in being a thread that connects 
communities and inspire activities that add to a sense of togetherness. This study 
therefore explored the re/claiming and use of a river not only as a functional space 
but also as a traditionally and/or spiritually enriching place. The hypothesis for 
this study stated that the reclaiming of the river edge in Mamelodi as urban space 
can inspire meaningful, healthy and productive human environments. It suggested 
that by respecting the spirit, identity, values and cultural practices of an area, a 
landscape intervention can add to a shared sense of community.

The study put more emphasis on the natural setting, interpretation and meaning, 
users and site activities as well as photographs and drawings to better understand 
the site and inform design. Precedents and case studies assisted the author to 
determine a list of design principles; community design, safety, connection and 
linkage, integration of uses, robustness and sustainability, to be applied in the 
design of the focus site was to follow. A theoretical study on community design 
explored the creation of a sense of community, place making and how the two 
can create community places. In designing these places, the author established a 
normative position based on the use of a meaningful design that highlights local 
values and ideas about nature, site, identity and the interaction between people 
and their environment. The landscape is seen as perceived settings that frame 
people’s senses of place and community. This project aims to highlight these 
settings (Stewart & Strathern in Muller, 2009: 34). Other theories, concepts and 
themes like greenways and urban design were explored in the development a local 
framework. The author introduced and dealt with the context at four different 
scales that resulted in different proposals that together form part of a systemic 
environment whereby one affects the other: 

• Study area: how Pienaar’s River sits in the larger Mamelodi Township. The study 
presented rehabilitation guidelines for the river system while introducing new 
uses that will bring people to this space by using the concept of greenways. 
The catchment management plan proposed sustainable strategies for the 
rehabilitation of the river system by introducing wetlands and vegetation to 
manage excess floodwater, clean stormwater and nurture wildlife habitats. 
A cross-country track going along Pienaar’s River linking Eerste Fabrieke and 
HM Pitje Stadium was proposed while other pedestrian orientated pathways 
lined with street planting link the community to the river and Mamelodi West 
to Mamelodi East.

• Framework area: how the northern end of the river relates to other community 
spaces and facilities. A local framework was designed concentrating on 
community nodes, cultural heritage and the ecological aspects of the area. It 
also employed the use of urban design planning elements from Kevin Lynch’s 
book, The Image of the City (Lynch: 1960), to develop some hierarchy and 
identity for the area.

• Masterplan area: how the park area fits and relate to its immediate context. 
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The masterplan presented systems that makeup the park: activity nodes, 
access and circulation, urban agriculture as well as water and open space 
systems. Urban agriculture was introduced as a possible solution for the 
economical development of the community. These are seen as elements of a 
community building landscape which according to Hall and Porterfield (2001: 
19),’s community design theory, can be perceived as positive, productive, 
planned, and functionally supportive spaces. The project presented the river 
as meaningful and active place with smaller outdoor rooms for social activities 
and play.

• Focus Site: how the detail design area fits into the Masterplan. According to Hall 
and Porterfield (2001: 19), if the viewer can perceive open space as a part of a 
larger composition, one that heightens the relationship of the other elements 
in that composition, then that space has been successfully designed. Given 
this, the author successfully presented the pilot project as the engine that’s 
inspires the spirit of togetherness by bringing together communities on both 
sides to the river and across the river to an node comprised of multiple socio-
economic activities, multifunctional public facilities in spaces that respect both 
the historical and ecological fabric. Safety of the space has been improved by 
ensuring visibility during the day and at night when the area is lit up. 

The study has also attempted to prove that meaningful community design can 
provide insights on pathways to sustainability acceptable communities. The choice 
of sustainable materials is correlated with their significance in community life 
whether it’s the choice of medicinal plants or recycling materials in the landscape 
in a way that will be educational to the users. 

Practical implications of this study are influenced by and depend on the special 
characteristics of different sites or areas along the river system. Although most of 
the activities proposed are general, finding the ‘perfect’ site to match them and 
the community needs has been a daunting exercise. There are limitations that 
could affect application of this project mostly due to the fact that the river system 
has been used as the main channel for servitudes. The author acknowledges that 
the information collected was limited to only a few sources. Legislation could also 
be a major hurdle in the project but the study assumed that the interventions 
would be approved.

The topic of community design and the relationship between the creation of a 
sense of community and landscape design still needs to be investigated further. 
The disappearing (historical) meaning of rivers (and other natural settings) to a 
society that results in neglected and hazardous spaces needs to be recaptured. Folk 
culture could provide a starting point for this but blindly copying and unfamiliar 
elements into peoples’ places could lead to further disregard. Sometimes what 
people need is a comfortable and pleasurable place to work, play, learn and live. 
It seems then that by respecting the history, culture and tradition associated with 
a place and designing enjoyable spaces that encourage socialisation could lead to 
meaningful community places that people can feel proud of and own up, becoming 
a part of their daily lives, and have an attachment to, seeing themselves in nature 
and nature in them.
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